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ABSTRACT 

 
The ability to use heuristics to solve non-routine problems has been one of the important aims 
of the Singapore mathematics curriculum for the past fifteen years. Mathematics teachers are 
expected to teach their pupils how to use several heuristics listed in the curriculum documents 
to solve problems. In order to achieve this aim, the teacher needs information about which 
heuristics pupils are likely to be able to use to successfully solve various types of problems. 
The project, “Developing the Repertoire of Heuristics for Mathematical Problem Solving”, 
funded by CRPP, aims to provide the relevant information to teachers so that they can 
effectively plan their lessons.  
 
In April 2004, a sample of P5 pupils from three primary schools and S1 pupils from two 
secondary schools completed a problem solving exercise consisting of nine different types of 
questions. Four months later, they took a parallel posttest. The different heuristics they used 
to solve these questions and their success in solving them were analysed. This paper 
discusses the findings about two of these questions which involve the use of five different 
heuristics: systematic listing, guess and check, equations, logical argument, and diagrams. 
Further work will include a compilation of the heuristics used and the difficulties encountered 
by the pupils in solving the problems. The teachers should find this information useful in 
planning lessons that address the diversity of pupil responses to solving various types of 
mathematics problems. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
Problem solving has been the main focus of the Singapore mathematics curriculum for the 
past fifteen years. To successfully solve various types of problems, in particular the non-
routine ones, a motivated pupil has to apply four types of mathematical abilities, namely, 
specific mathematics concepts, skills, processes, and metacognition to tackle the problem. 
Under the process ability is the use of heuristics. The current Singapore mathematics 
documents (Ministry of Education, 2000a, 2000b) specify 11 heuristics for primary schools 
and 13 for secondary schools, the additional ones for secondary schools being “Think of a 
related problem” and “Use equations”. Mathematics teachers are expected to teach their 
pupils how to use these heuristics to solve problems. In order to achieve this aim, the teacher 
needs information about which heuristics pupils are likely to be able to use to successfully 
solve various types of problems. In normal classroom situations, the teachers could obtain 
such information through observation of their pupils at work and marking the pupils’ work. 
However, such information about pupils’ use of heuristic at a systemic level is currently 
lacking. The project, “Developing the Repertoire of Heuristics for Mathematical Problem 
Solving” (MPS) funded by the Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice (CRPP), 
includes a component that can provide such information to teachers and researchers. 
 
This MPS project has three main components: teachers’ classroom practices, pupils’ problem 
solving exercise (the main concern of this paper), and pupils working in pairs to solve 
problems. Two rounds of data were collected from the participating classes. Each round of 
data collection consisted of observation of teachers’ classroom practices followed by the 
administration of pupils’ problem solving exercises, and pupils’ pair work. The first round of 
data collection (referred to as “pretest”) took place from February to May 2004, and the 
second round (as “posttest”) from July to September 2004. In between the two rounds of data 
collection, the research team conducted 3-hour mathematical problem solving workshops, 
separately for primary and secondary school teachers. 
 
Three primary schools and two secondary schools participated in the project, with two classes 
from each school. Unfortunately, posttest data about the problem solving exercises could not 
be collected from one of the two secondary schools, resulting in a sample mortality of two 
classes. Hence, the results reported about pupils’ heuristic use were not as comprehensive as 
intended. 
 

PROBLEM SOLVING EXERCISES 
 
The aim of the problem solving exercises was to obtain information about what heuristics 
were used by the sample of primary and secondary school pupils and their degree of success 
in solving these problems. The pretest consists of nine questions, with five non-routine 
questions and five routine questions (one question had a routine and a non-routine part). 
What distinguished between these two types of problems was whether the pupils had prior 
practice with them or not. Since the research team did not obtain information about prior 
learning, this problem classification was used as a rough guide only. The questions for the 
posttest were parallel to those for the pretest, with modifications in the story line and numbers 
used. One of the questions was identical in both tests. 
 
Pupils were given one hour to complete the problem solving exercise (40 minutes) and a 
related questionnaire (20 minutes) about their perceptions of these problems. They were 
instructed to show full workings. Most of the pupils could complete this task within one hour, 
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with a few pupils given more time as required. The researchers noted that pupils reacted quite 
differently to this task. For example, in one school the posttest was administered after an 
examination, and the pupils were less than willing to focus on the task. Indeed, the statement 
“This is NOT a test”, which was in pretest, was removed in the posttest, in response to 
feedback from a teacher that this statement would affect pupils’ attitude towards completing 
the task to their best ability. These observations about test administration should be borne in 
mind when the findings are interpreted. 
 
The pupils’ written solutions were analysed according to the types of heuristics used. Five 
major types of heuristics were identified: systematic listing, guess and check, equations, 
logical argument, and diagrams. The coding of the solutions was based on the written work 
only, as none of the pupils were interviewed. The authors first classified selected scripts, and 
the second author coded all the scripts after the discussion. When uncertainty arose, both 
authors examined the solution and made a decision about its code to ensure further 
consistency. Correct solutions or completely wrong ones were relatively easy to code. There 
was some difficulty in coding partially correct solutions, but this was deemed to be not a 
serious issue with mathematics, in contrast to the more problematic case of coding affective 
variables. For quantitative analyses, a correct answer was given 2 marks, partially correct one 
1 mark, and wrong or blank answer 0 mark (those who were absent from the test were 
excluded from the analyses). The following sections describe the findings about the first two 
questions of each test. 
 

FINDINGS: QUESTION 1 
 
Pretest question (Sweets): A tutor has some sweets and plans to give her pupils. If she gives 
them 6 sweets each she would have 4 left. She would need 10 extra sweets if she were to give 
her pupils 7 each. How many pupils does she have? [Answer: 14] 
 
Posttest question (Coins): Mrs Lee has some 20-cent coins. If she gives 5 coins to each of her 
pupils, she would have two coins left. If she were to give her pupils 6 coins each, she would 
need an extra ten coins. How many pupils does she have? [Answer: 12] 
 
The two questions are similar, and they require the ability to coordinate three types of 
information: (a) number of pupils, (b) number of items as “condition 1”, (c) number of items 
as “condition 2”. The pupils must also be able to interpret correctly “left” and “extra” 
according to the context, avoiding the error of using “subtraction” and “addition” respectively, 
as suggested by the use cue words. However, the structure of the third sentences is different: 
the posttest question begins with the condition (If …), which is more natural in the 
mathematical genre, whereas this is reversed in the pretest question. It is not clear whether 
this difference might affect the degree of success in solving this problem. 
 

Codes for Question 1: Pretest and Posttest 
 

C1: Systematic listing. A systematic listing was indicated by the use of at least three 
consecutive items, with a difference of 1 or a constant value. Two examples of correct listing 
are given in Figure 1 (a) and (b). Only two pupils in secondary school used this heuristic 
correctly for the pretest item, but many more pupils, including a few from primary schools, 
used this heuristic correctly at the posttest.  
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(a)        (b) 

Figure 1. Correct listing. (a) Pretest question 1. (b) Posttest question 1. 

 
Errors arose under various possibilities. For example, Figure 2 (a) shows that the pupil could 
not coordinate the three types of information, focusing only on the common value 46. Figure 
2 (b) shows the error when the pupil interpreted “extra” as addition. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. Partially correct listing. (a) Pretest question 1. (b) Posttest question 1. 

 
C2: Guess and check. This code covers an initial guess about one of the three types of 
information (the most obvious one being the number of pupils), checking the guess, and 
moving on to other values. It is not always clear how the pupils moved from one value to the 
other, although “adding 1” seemed to be quite common. Some pupils explained their steps. 
Errors could arise from arithmetic or using too wide a gap and thus missing the true value. 
See examples in Figure 3. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Guess and check.  

(a) Correct for pretest question 1. (b) Partially correct for posttest question 1. 
 
C3. Equations. Equations were used, followed by numerical checking in some cases. As 
expected, this heuristic was used by the secondary school pupils only, and they were quite 
successful. A few pupils obtained the wrong equations due to their wrong interpretation of 
the key words. See examples in Figure 4. 
 

 
(a)        (b) 

Figure 4. Equations. Posttest question 1. (a) Correct (b) Partially correct. 

 
C4. Logical argument. A logical solution is to note that the “left over” and the “extra” must 
be distributed to the number of pupils. Since each pupil receives 1 extra item, the answer is 
the number of “left over” plus the number of “extra”. This is shown in Figure 5 (a). Since the 
difference of 1 is quite obvious, some pupils gave only single step answer, 10 + 4 = 14 
(pretest) or 10 + 2 = 12 (posttest), as shown in Figure 5 (b). However, these were coded as 
partially correct, because this would be wrong if the difference were not 1. When these single 
step answers were followed by further wrong steps, they were coded as wrong. This heuristic 
was not easy to code unequivocally. 
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(a)        (b) 

Figure 5. Logical argument. Posttest question 1. (a) Correct (b) Partially correct. 

 
C5. Diagram. Diagrams were coded in two different ways. Some diagrams were illustrative 
in the sense that they were used together with other heuristic as an initial step to understand 
the problem. They were not structurally accurate enough to solve the problem, and were 
coded under the respective heuristic. In contrast, the C5 code requires that the answer be 
derived from the diagrams. This strategy is difficult to apply as it requires meticulous 
drawing. An example is given in Figure 6. Only two primary school and one secondary pupils 
were able to use this heuristic correctly in the pretest. Most of the pupils who used this 
heuristic did not get the correct answer. For comparison, 14 (pretest) and 14 (posttest) 
responses had used diagrams illustratively; these were classified under other codes. 
 

 
Figure 6. Correct diagram for pretest question 1.  

 
Wrong solutions. Wrong solutions were coded in two ways. The first way was to code it 
with each of the five heuristics when it was clear that the pupil had made several mistakes 
applying the heuristic. The second way was to code it under the “Miscellaneous wrong” 
category when the working did not make sense to the authors or when the pupils simply 
copied down the question. Two examples are given in Figure 7. 
 

   
(a)        (b) 

Figure 7. Wrong solution. (a) Pretest question 1. (b) Posttest question 1. 

 
The percentages of heuristics use are given in Table 1. The primary school pupils found both 
questions very difficult, though there was an improvement in the posttest. They preferred the 
drawing heuristic in the pretest, but switched to listing and guess and check in the posttest. 
Nearly one third did not attempt either question, and many wrong solutions were given. The 
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posttest percentages for the secondary school group need to be interpreted carefully because 
of the “loss” of two classes (55.7%) at posttest. Among those who were present at the posttest, 
65% obtained the correct answer, with 44% using equations correctly. 
 
Table 1: Percentages of Heuristics Use for Question 1: Primary (n = 221); Secondary 
(n = 149) in parentheses. 
  Pretest   Posttest  
 Correct Partial Wrong Correct Partial Wrong 
C1: Systematic listing  

(1.3) 
7.7 

(3.4) 
1.8 

(1.3) 
6.8 

(1.3) 
8.1 

(0.7) 
2.7 

(0.7) 
C2: Guess and check 2.3 

(6.0) 
1.8 

(1.3) 
0.9 

(4.0) 
4.5 

(4.0) 
0.9 

(1.3) 
3.2 

(1.3) 
C3: Equation  

(21.5) 
 

(6.0) 
 

(0.7) 
 

(19.5) 
 

(2.7) 
 

(2.7) 
C4: Logical argument 1.4 

(6.0) 
9.5 

(4.7) 
3.1 

(2.7) 
0.9 

(4.0) 
9.0 

(4.0) 
3.6 

C5: Diagram 1.4  13.6 
(2.0) 

0.5  7.2 

Restating question   2.7 
(2.0) 

  2.7 
(0.7) 

Miscellaneous wrong   23.5 
(9.4) 

  18.1 
(0.7) 

Blank   29.0 
(23.5) 

  28.5 
(0.7) 

Absent from test   1.4 
(4.0) 

  3.2 
(55.7) 

Total 5.0 
(34.9) 

19.0 
(15.4) 

76.0 
(49.7) 

12.7 
(28.9) 

18.1 
(8.7) 

69.2 
(62.4) 

  
Use of Heuristics between Pretest and Posttest Question 1 

 
A comparison of the use of heuristics to answer pretest and posttest question 1 is reported 
separately for the primary (Table 2) and secondary groups (Table 3). The diagonal entries 
show that many pupils did not use the same heuristic to answer the two questions. The most 
consistently used heuristic was Equation among the secondary school pupils. 
 

Table 2: Heuristics Used in Pretest and Posttest for Question 1: Primary (n = 221). 
    Post   

    C1C C1P C1W C2C C2P C2W C3C C3P C3W C4C C4P C4W C5C C5W RS MW BLK ABS TOT

Pr
e 

C1C                   0 
C1P 2 5         6   2  2   17 
C1W 1          1   1   1  4 
C2C   1 2           1  1  5 
C2P   1 2            1   4 
C2W            1     1  2 
C3C                   0 
C3P                   0 
C3W                   0 
C4C    1            1 1  3 
C4P  1  2  1    1 5 3  5  1 2  21 
C4W  2    1     1    1  2  7 
C5C             1   1 1  3 
C5W 5 3 1  1      3 1  7  3 6  30 
RS 1          1 1   1 2   6 
MW 2 3 1   3     1    1 23 15 3 52 
BLK 4 4 2 3 1 1    1 2 1  1 2 6 33 3 64 
ABS      1      1      1 3 

  TOT 15 18 6 10 2 7 0 0 0 2 20 8 1 16 6 40 63 7 221 
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Table 3: Heuristics Used in Pretest and Posttest for Question 1: Secondary (n = 149). 

   Post   
    C1C C1P C1W C2C C2P C2W C3C C3P C3W C4C C4P C4W C5C C5W RS MW BLK ABS TOT

Pr
e 

C1C       1         1   2 
C1P 1   1     1         2 5 
C1W   1               1 2 
C2C 1   1   2 1   1       3 9 
C2P         1         1 2 
C2W    1              5 6 
C3C    1 1 1 15 2 1 3 2    1  1 4 32 
C3P     1  4 1 1         2 9 
C3W                  1 1 
C4C    1   4   1 1       2 9 
C4P       1   1 1       4 7 
C4W      1            3 4 
C5C                   0 
C5W                  3 3 
RS                  3 3 
MW    1   2           11 14 
BLK  1                34 35 
ABS          1 1       4 6 

  TOT 2 1 1 6 2 2 29 4 4 6 6 0 0 0 1 1 1 83 149 
Note: C1: Systematic listing; C2: Guess and check; C3: Equation; C4: Logical argument; C5: Diagram. The last letter means: 
C = correct; P = Partially correct; W = Wrong. RS = Restating question. MW = Miscellaneous wrong. BL = Blank. ABS = 
Absent. 

 
Analyses of Scores for Pretest and Posttest Question 1 

 
The results of paired-samples t-tests used to detect any improvement from pretest to posttest 
are given in Tables 4 and 5. The primary school group had shown some improvement, which 
was statistically significant but with weak effect. However, there was no noticeable 
improvement among the secondary school pupils, though they did better than the primary 
group, as expected. These findings were not unexpected because the “intervention” given to 
the teachers was quite brief.  
 

Table 4: Paired-samples t-test of Question 1: Primary (n = 212) 

 Mean SD t-value df p d 
Q1 Pretest 0.30 0.56 2.706 211 .007 0.19 
Q1 Posttest 0.45 0.72     

 

Table 5: Paired-samples t-test of Question 1: Secondary (n = 64) 

 Mean SD t-value df p d 
Q1 Pretest 1.56 0.69 -0.532 63 .597 0.07 
Q1 Posttest 1.50 0.76     
 
 

FINDINGS: QUESTION 2 
 
Pretest item (Age): In the year 2003, Dan was 16 and his mother was 44. In which year was 
Dan’s mother 8 times as old as Dan? [Answer: 1991] 
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Posttest item (Pills): Mary received 14 vitamin pills and John 29 vitamin pills on 2nd August. 
They both take only one pill daily from that day. What is the date when John has 4 times 
more pills than Mary? [Answer: 11 August or 10 August] 
 
The two questions appear to be similar in that they require the ability to coordinate three 
types of information: (a) year or date, (b) ages or number of pills, (c) the given condition. 
However, the structures are different. In solving this type of problem involving time, pupils 
often “count forward”, adding one to year or date, instead of “count backward”, subtracting 
one from year or date. Those using the “forward” direction with the pretest question will find 
that this does not work and have to change to the “backward” direction. Though the 
“forward” direction works for the posttest question, the numbers of pills have to decrease as 
date goes forward. On the other hand, the posttest question suffers from two linguistic 
ambiguities: (a) the expression “4 times more” may be interpreted as “times 5”; (b) the term 
“from that day” can be interpreted as Mary and John take their first pills either on the 2nd 
August or on the 3rd August. Some of the pupils were “trapped” by these ambiguities. For (b), 
since there is ambiguity about the question, both answers are coded as correct.  
 

Codes for Question 2: Pretest and Posttest 
 

C1: Systematic listing. Two examples of correct listing are given in Figure 8 (a) and (b). For 
errors, Figure 9 (a) shows that the pupil though able to list correctly, was not able to check for 
the correct condition of “8 times”. In Figure 9 (b), the pupil began the listing from 1st August 
instead of 2nd August. 
 

                
(a)      (b) 

Figure 8. Correct listing. (a) Pretest question 2. (b) Posttest question 2. 

 
C2: Guess and check. Under this code, the pupils made an initial guess about the year or 
date, determined the ages or numbers of pills, and checked these values against the given 
condition. When the condition was not satisfied, other guesses were made. Error can arise 
when the pupils made random guesses and did not reach the correct answer. See examples in 
Figure . 
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(a)        (b) 

Figure 9. Partially correct listing. (a) Pretest question 2. (b) Posttest question 2. 

 

 
(a)      (b) 

Figure 10. Guess and check.  

(a) Correct for pretest question 2. (b) Partially correct for posttest question 2. 
 
C3. Equations. Equations were used by the secondary school pupils only. Errors include 
wrong equations and algebraic mistakes, for example, lack of brackets for 16 + x, as shown in 
Figure  (b).  
 

     
(a)       (b) 

Figure 11. Equations. Pretest question 2. (a) Correct. (b) Partially correct. 

 
C4. Logical argument. A logical solution for the pretest question is to work with multiples 
of 8 between 28 (mother’s age when Dan was born) and 44 (current age), as in Figure 12 
(a).Figure  
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(a)      (b) 

Figure 12. Logical argument for pretest question 2. (a) Correct (b) Partially correct. 

 
C5. Diagram. Different diagrams were drawn that reflect the logical argument similar to C4. 
See Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13. Correct diagram for posttest question 2.  

 
The percentages of heuristics use are given in Table 1. The pupils did much better on 
questions 2 than on questions 1. Systematic listing and guess and check were commonly used 
and these led to the correct answers in most cases. 
 
Table 6: Percentages of Heuristics Use for Question 2: Primary (n = 221); Secondary 
(n = 149) in parentheses. 
  Pretest   Posttest  
 Correct Partial Wrong Correct Partial Wrong 
C1: Systematic listing 14.0 

(15.4) 
4.1 

(4.7) 
8.6 

(12.1) 
35.3 

(25.5) 
7.2 

(3.4) 
5.0 

(0.7) 
C2: Guess and check 10.4 

(13.4) 
1.8 

(2.0) 
1.8 

 
11.3 
(8.7) 

2.3 0.9 

C3: Equation  
(0.7) 

 
(2.7) 

 
(1.3) 

   
(0.7) 

C4: Logical argument 0.5 
(8.7) 

 
(2.0) 

 0.5 
(2.0) 

0.5  

C5: Diagram  
(2.7) 

 5.9 
(0.7) 

1.4 
(1.3) 

 3.2 

Restating question   3.6 
(4.0) 

  2.3 
 

Miscellaneous wrong   29.4 
(10.7) 

  14.5 
(0.7) 

Blank   18.6 
(14.8) 

  12.7 
(1.3) 

Absent from test   1.4 
(4.0) 

  3.2 
(55.7) 

Total 24.9 
(40.9) 

5.9 
(11.4) 

69.3 
(47.6) 

48.5 
(37.5) 

10.0 
(3.4) 

41.5 
(59.1) 
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Differences between Pretest and Posttest Question 2 
 
A comparison of the use of heuristics to answer pretest and posttest question 2 produces 
results similar to Tables 2 and 3, that is, many pupils did not use the same heuristic to answer 
the two questions. In this case, the most consistently used heuristic was systematic listing. 
 
The results of paired-samples t-tests given in Tables 7 and 8 show moderate improvement for 
both primary and secondary school pupils. 
 

Table 7: Paired-samples t-test of Question 2: Primary (n = 212) 

 Mean SD t-value df p d 
Q2 Pretest 0.56 0.87 7.488 211 < .001 0.52 
Q2 Posttest 1.10 0.95     
 

Table 8: Paired-samples t-test of Question 2: Secondary (n = 64) 

 Mean SD t-value df p d 
Q2 Pretest 1.33 0.86 3.326 63 .001 0.42 
Q2 Posttest 1.77 0.58     
 
 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
Three observations can be deduced from the above findings, and their implications for 
engaged pedagogies are discussed below. 
 
First, mathematics teachers are often urged to show different strategies to solve a given 
problem. This is intended to promote creative thinking among the pupils and to counter the 
common perception that a mathematics problem always has only one correct method. 
Teachers may think up different strategies for solving the same problem, but discussing 
strategies actually used by pupils’ adds a more realistic feel to the lessons. Examples can be 
drawn from the strategies discussed above. Besides, pupils can be asked to critique solutions 
that are partially correct, so that they can learn from the mistakes made by other pupils. Many 
of these partially correct solutions mask flaws in mathematics content knowledge and 
heuristic use. We believe that unpacking these flaws with the pupils will engage them in 
deepening their thinking. To facilitate this process, further work of this project will include a 
compilation of the heuristics used and the difficulties encountered by the pupils in solving 
various problems. The teachers should find this information useful in planning lessons that 
address the diversity of pupil responses. 
 
Second, the results show that many pupils do not use the same heuristics consistently and 
correctly to solve parallel question in the pretest and posttest. The reason behind this lack of 
consistency needs further exploration. The teachers were not given a copy of the pretest; 
hence, the pupils did not have the opportunity to reflect on their methods for the pretest. This 
is an issue about the research design of this study, namely to reduce the learning effect and to 
be able to use some of the items for the posttest. However, in real teaching, it would be 
worthwhile to explore whether the opportunity to discuss the heuristics used by oneself and 
by other pupils will promote the consistency and success in heuristic use. 
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Third, the heuristics used depends on the nature of the problem and prior experience of the 
pupils. This interaction is illustrated by the finding that equations were used exclusively by 
secondary school pupils for question 1, whereas listing was the reasonable heuristic to use in 
question 2, where finding algebraic equations is not so easy. Drawing illustrative diagrams is 
a helpful heuristic to get a sense of what a problem is about, but solving a problem based on 
structurally accurate diagrams is more difficult than other heuristics such as listing or using 
algebra. An accurate delineation of the interaction between heuristic, task, and pupil will be 
an important factor of engaged pedagogy.    
 
The above observations need to be validated with analyses of the rest of the questions in the 
Problem Solving Exercise and further research using complementary methods, for examples, 
clinical interviews, Newman error analysis (1977), observations and/or videotaping of pupils 
solving given problems. To promote engaged pedagogies for teaching of heuristics in 
mathematics, the teachers need to work with other teachers and researchers to experiment 
with strategies that take cognizant of pupils’ ways of solving problems, as outlined in this 
study.  
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